Abstract. The requirement that a Chebyshev quadrature formula have distinct real nodes is not always compatible with the requirement that the degree of precision of an npoint formula be at least equal to n. This condition may be expressed as | \d\ \p = 0, 1 g p,
Introduction.
In a recent paper [1] , a new type of Chebyshev quadrature has been proposed. The results of numerical computations reported in that paper and intended to produce the nodes of these formulae show the apparent necessity of coincident nodes-in this sense, the formulae are degenerate. It will be shown that this degeneracy cannot be avoided.
The problem in [1] arises from the fact, proved by Bernstein [2] , that it is impossible to find a real zz-tuple (xx, ■ ■ ■ , xn) such that For any zz, if there exists a minimizer f, the corresponding quadrature formula /:
fix) dx = -22 /(f.) + error zz JTX will be said to be almost-interpolatory. The formula will be called degenerate if any two components of f are equal. For an interpolatory formula, the minimum value of ||if]|2 is zero. Such formulae exist for zz < 8 and « = 9 and are not degenerate.
If the minimum value of ||c7||2 ¿¿ 0, the formula is not interpolatory. Bernstein's result states that, for zz = 8 and zz > 9, \\d\\2 cannot vanish; we shall prove that, in addition, a minimum of \\d\\2 exists and yields only degenerate formulae.
Proof of Degeneracy.
Let the mapping G : Rn -* R" be defined by (2.1)
in.
-22 xl -zzz, and let F be the restriction of G to X. Then, Fx = 0 has no roots in X when zz = 8 or zz > 9, and the proposal in [1] is to find f£I such that ||Ff||2 g ||Fx||2 for all x£ X.
It will be convenient to view F as a composite mapping F3F2FX, in which F" maps x El X onto the point a = (ax, ■ ■ ■ , an) whose components are the coefficients of the polynomial r" + ûit""1 + • • • + an, having xx, ■ ■ ■ , xn as zeros. F2 maps a onto s = (sx, ■ ■ • , sn), the vector of sums of powers of the zeros, and is given by Newton's identities Because
It follows that \\d\\22 -\{d + Ad\\22 > 0, if, and only if, -AdfAdn + 2dn) > 0. Since A</" < 0, we therefore require Adn > -2dn. Let 7 = max)yx, -2dn} < 0. Then Ad" G (7, 0) implies d + Ad G int(D) and \\d + Ad\\2 < \\d\\2.
It is somewhat more difficult to prove a similar lemma when zz is odd. It follows that the restriction of Te to F~ has a global minimum at a critical point provided that 2 + zz/3(n + 1) > 0. This is satisfied in view of the hypotheses for (ii). In order to find the values of Tß at critical points, we use a Lagrange multiplier. Suppose that x%, ■ ■ ■ , x*, X* is a solution of (2.3a) and (2.3b), and denote the critical point (-1, x%, ••• , x*) by x*. Then, since ß < 0 and p. 
Ap(d; t) (2.4)
In view of the simple relationship between As and Ad, namely Ad = 2As/zz, (2.6) could be written as a condition on Adn-X and 0, but the introduction of the factor zz/2 that would result, only complicates the expressions that arise. We therefore postpone it until later.
Since the coefficients of / in Apid; t) are continuous functions of As"_,, and the zeros of pid; • ) + Apid; ■ ) are continuous functions of the coefficients, it follows that, for a given 0 and ¿GA, p(d; •) + Ap(d; •) has only real and distinct zeros provided that |As"_,| is sufficiently small. Then, assuming (2.6X0 holds, there exists 5,(0) < 0 such that (2.6) (iv) 8fß) < As"_, < 0 implies that the zeros of pid; ■ ) + Apid; ■ ) are real and distinct.
All of the conditions in (2.6) guarantee that d + Ad E int(D).
Our further objective is to ensure that \\d + Ad\\2 < \\d\\2. Using the definitions in the statement of this lemma, a straightforward calculation shows that \\d + Ad\\22 -|IrfU2. = 4 Asn.x[Asn-XH + 02) + 2(s"_, + 0s" -1)], where we have used the fact that </"_, = 2sn_,/zz -2/zz. This norm-difference is negative if (2.7)
As"_, > -2(s"-, + 0s" -1)/(1 + 02) = -2iTßF~1d -1)/(1 + 02), since Asn_, < 0 by (2.6)(i). But then, also the right-hand side of (2.7) must be negative, so that we need (2.8) TßF~xd -1 > 0 so as not to contradict (2.6Xi). This is a condition on the choice of 0 and can be satisfied by using Lemma 2. Then, (2.7) supplies a lower bound for Asn_,; we denote it by 52(0). We must now reconcile the conditions expressed in (2.6), (2.7) and (2.8), and, to this end, we distinguish three cases, assuming right away that (2.6X0 holds, that is, As"_, < 0: (i) s, = SxF~xd £j -1. We choose 0 according to (2.6XÜ). Since s, + 1 g 0, the 0 is negative. Now x = F~ld E F~ with s, g -1, 0 < 0, so that by Lemma 2(ii), TßX = TfF~ld > 1. Hence, (2.8) holds. In addition, we take
This means that the coefficient of As"_, in (2.6XÜÍ) is positive. Since pid; 1) > 0, (2.6)(iii) does not restrict Asn_, < 0. With 0 satisfying both (2.6)(ii) and (2.9), we choose 0 > As"_, > max{5,(0), 52(0)¡ = 5(0), and set 7(0) = 25(0)/zz. The lemma is proved for this case.
It will be of importance in the next section to observe that conditions (2.6XÜ) and (2.9) can be satisfied without choosing 0 outside the interval [-n, 0). This is because F'ld E X~x, and therefore SxF~id > -zz.
(ii) s, = SxF~*d G (-1, 1] . Now s, + 1 > 0, and we satisfy both (2.6)(ii) and, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use by Lemma 2(i), (2.8), by taking 0 = 0. The coefficient of As"_, in (2.6XÍÜ) is nonnegative, hence (2.6Xiii) does not restrict As"_,. Consequently, we must choose When all cases are combined, one finds that 0 need not be chosen outside [-zz, «]. We conclude that \\d{{2 cannot attain its minimum value on A, rather this occurs either in int(A or on D2. We therefore have the Theorem 1. For zz = 8 and zz > 9 every almost-interpolatory Chebyshev quadrature formula is degenerate.
Generalizations.
It is possible to generalize the preceding results in several directions. One of these is the consideration of other than constant weight functions in (1.1). In the odd case, using the more general F", we find that Ad\\ -\\d\ 1 As»-JA^O + 00 + 2(i"_, + ßsn -Z10A4» -Z7/Z"-l(0>))].
n As in the proof of Lemma 3, As"_! < 0 implies that this norm-difference is negative if (3.1)
and the right-hand side must then be negative as well, so that we need, as a condition on 0,
Inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) are the generalizations of (2.7) and (2.8). We may rewrite If we replace (2.7) by (3.1) and (3.3) holds, then the proof of Lemma 3 can be applied as it stands to complete the proof of Theorem 2. Let n and w G W be such that the interpolatory Chebyshev quadrature does not exist. If n is even and pfu) g 1/zz, or ifn is odd and (3.3) holds, then the corresponding almost-interpolatory formula is degenerate.
Another generalization is to minimize H^H,,, 1 g p < °°. When zz is even it is trivial to extend the argument from Lemma 1, with pfw) g 1/zz, to the /z-norm.
When zz is odd it seems necessary to impose a more restrictive condition than (3.3) on the weight function. It is sufficient to require that If SxFZld > -1, we again choose 0 = 0 and then \\d + Ad\\" -\\d\\" < 0 if 0 > Aí/"_i > -2dn-x, and this replaces (2.7) in Lemma 3. If F~Jd E X\, and SlF~1d ^ 1, then Lemma 2 can again be employed to show If SiFl'd < 1, the choices 0 = 0 and 0 > dn-x > -2i/"_, again ensure a normdecrease.
When F~Jd E X°x, the lower bounds on Arf"_, are obtained in a similar fashion. The proof does not extend to the case p = °°. We combine the even and odd cases in If for some positive integer n the corresponding interpolatory Chebyshev quadrature formula does not exist, then the almost-interpolatory formula defined by a minimizer of\\Fmx -m(w)IU 1 Ú P < °°, m(w) = (mi(w), • • • , nf")), is degenerate.
